
SCREENWRITER, WRITER 

Dana Protsyshak 

PROFILE 
Screenwriter, developing her sci-fi drama series and working in a writers’ room of the European TV series.  

EXPERIENCE 
SCREENWRITER, DREAME  - DEC. 2023 - PRESENT 

Adapting books into web series, creating outlines. developing characters, writing scripts 

INTERN, FRANKY FILMS, MONTREAL, QC - DEC. 2023 - PRESENT 

Research, drafting tables, writing emails, reaching out to potential partners. 

WRITER,  WEB SERIES “AN ORPHAN: A VAMPIRE STORY” - NOV. 2023 

Writing and editing the script, writing synopsis. 

WRITER, “NOTES OF THE UNKNOWN”, TIFF 48H CHALLENGE - AUG. 2023 

Developing ideas, storytelling, writing a script, story editing, proofreading. 

SCRIPT SUPERVISOR, “MULTIPLATFORM AI CONFERENCE”, MULTIPLATFORM -  MAY. 2023 

Breaking down the script, communicating with speakers and technical team, monitoring camera shots, sounds and 
guests’ entrance. 

STORY EDITOR, “TANGO OF DEATH”, UKRAINE - FEB. 2023 - PRESENT 

Editing scripts and pitch decks, working on characters’ development. 

JUNIOR WRITER, BRAVE NEW VISION (STARTUP); EUROPE —  FEB. 2022 - PRESENT 

Working in writers' room on the European TV series in development: 
- developing beat sheets through brainstorming sessions 
- writing episodes' drafts 
- receiving and implementing notes on drafts 
- editing and rewriting episodes' scripts 
- developing character arcs 
- beta reading and proofreading Story Bible materials 

SCRIPT DOCTOR, FREELANCE  — JAN. 2023 - PRESENT 

Proofreading and editing scripts, story editing, assisting on different stages of film development, advising on story 
development and creating pitch decks. 

SCREENWRITER, MULTIPLATFORM; VANCOUVER, BC - DEC. 2022 - OCT. 2023 

Working on scripts for online and offline shows on AI topics: 
- developing ideas for the shows 
- writing scripts for online and offline shows 
- researching and preparing questions for the speakers 
- receiving and implementing feedback on the scripts 

SCREENWRITER, UPWORK — NOV. 2021 - PRESENT 
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Writing scripts for short animation videos, developing online courses, writing novels and outlines for them, editing 
scripts for an educational platform. 

SCREENWRITER, VIDEOMATICA PRODUCTION; KYIV — JUL. 2021 - APR. 2022 

Animation scripts for TOP Ukrainian banks and European finance organizations. Explainers for clients worldwide. 
Art-director on charity video production projects. 

CREATIVE WRITER, BOOKNET — JAN. 2020 - NOV. 2021 

Romance book series "Why Not Me?", romance novels "Innocent ++" and "The Odd Ones", short fantasy stories "The 
Stone Throne of the Rocky Kingdom”. The series "Why Not Me?" is currently in publishing.


